Aussie anarchy rules, OK

The London Sunday Times warned its readers yesterday of a new and unorthodox aspect of Australian culture. This was their report:

Subvertisers from an anarcho-capitalist organisation in Australia have been seen to disrupt bands, they have set up a cell in Bristol, and are now蔓延ing throughout the country.

The organisation, which is dedicated to defacing billboards with advertising, is called "BUGA." It's tactics include defacing billboards, using graffiti against Unhealthful Promotions.

The report from BUGA's "headquarters" in Melbourne states that they have defaced thousands of billboards in Australia and are now setting up a cell in Bristol. They are said to be involved in "wildly defacing" signs and causing "injury" to billboards.

They have taken the advice of a lawyer who advises: "Do not put the billboards on your wall."

BUGA UP has a creative department which has developed a new way to advise on how to reverse the messages of the ads. They have also come up with a new way to attach spray cans to extension poles so that the ads can be defaced with ease.

Their slogan for advertising is: "Culture is Advertising," along with a billboard featuring a picture of a camel, which is said to have "a similar effect" on the billboard.

"The idea is to attach spray cans to extension poles so that the ads can be defaced with ease."

The organisation also has a slogan: "Pick up your liver, Pulse on your lover." And referring to a new wave has "a short, sharp rise," but "in the same way."